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Abstract

With the rapid development of connected vehicles, automotive security has

become one of the most important topics. To study how to protect the security

of vehicle communication, we analyze potential threats for connected vehicles

and discuss countermeasures to mitigate these threats. In this thesis, we

examine 25 services that connected vehicles can provide. Entities, connections,

and message flows in these services are investigated and synthesized into a

vehicle network structure. The 25 services are divided into six use cases

including: infotainment service, remote monitoring, device control, Vehicle-to-

everything (V2X), diagnostics service, and in-vehicle Intrusion Detection System

(IDS). We establish communication models for these use cases and analyze

the potential threats based on Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA)

criteria. We discuss possible countermeasures that can mitigate these threats

based on existing network security techniques. Each alternative countermeasure’s

advantages and limitations are presented. To filter possible attacks, we investigate

and design firewalls in four components of a vehicle: Dedicated Short-Range

Communications (DSRC) module, gateway, Telematic Control Unit (TCU), and

Human-Machine Interface (HMI). We also simulate a firewall for an HMI

application by building a communication model in Python.
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Abstract

Med den snabba utvecklingen av anslutna fordon har bilsäkerhet blivit ett

av de viktigaste ämnena. För att studera hur man skyddar säkerheten

för fordonskommunikation analyserar vi potentiella hot mot anslutna fordon

och diskuterar motåtgärder för att mildra dessa hot. I denna avhandling

undersöker vi 25 tjänster som anslutna fordon kan tillhandahålla. Entiteter,

anslutningar och meddelandeflöden i dessa tjänster undersöks och syntetiseras

i en fordonsnätverksstruktur. De 25 tjänsterna är indelade i sex användarvägar,

inklusive: infotainment service, fjärrövervakning, enhetskontroll, Fordon-till-

allt (V2X), diagnostikservice och IDS-system (Intrusion Detection System). Vi

etablerar kommunikationsmodeller för dessa användningsfall och analyserar

de potentiella hot som baseras på CIA-kriterier (Confidentiality, Integrity and

Availability). Vi diskuterar eventuella motåtgärder som kan mildra dessa hot

baserat på befintliga nätverkssäkerhetstekniker. Varje alternativ motåtgärds

fördelar och begränsningar presenteras. För att filtrera eventuella attacker

undersöker vi och utformar brandväggar i fyra delar av ett fordon: Dedicated

Short-Range Communications (DSRC) -modul, gateway, Telematic Control Unit

(TCU) ochHumanMachine Interface (HMI). Vi simulerar också en brandvägg för

en HMI-applikation genom att bygga en kommunikationsmodell i Python.

Nyckelord
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1 Introduction

Vehicles are no longer regarded as transportation equipment merely. Instead,

they can be considered as sets of network nodes to fulfill users’ driving needs.

Because of the increased connectivity, the capability to correctly filter and enforce

secure communication becomes crucial. Old models for vehicle communication

become outdated. New solutionswhich satisfy new connectivity demands for both

in-vehicle networks and external networks are needed.

In an in-vehicle network, there are hundreds of ECUs (Electronic Control Unit)

to support all functions in a vehicle [49]. So, when it comes to the security of

connected vehicles, the most important thing is to protect in-vehicle networks

from the outside. A firewall is a kind of network security mechanism to monitor

and control the traffic between a protected network and the external network. Our

thesis is to study the potential threats in connected vehicles, find countermeasures

for those threats, and design firewalls to protect in-vehicle networks.

1.1 Problem

To investigate the potential threats in connected vehicles, we should identify

the services and functions provided by connected vehicles. Because there are

too many services and functions, we can not analyze threats in each of them

individually. We need to group those services and functions into use cases. We

analyze threats in each use case and discuss how to mitigate these threats with

some existing network security techniques. Based on these threats, we design

firewalls to protect in-vehicle networks. The required firewall functions and

vehicle components properties are considered.

1.2 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability

The security of a connected vehicle network is important. Besides the common

effects of being attacked (e.g., private data disclosure), serious safety issues

would arise when vehicle communication is attacked (e.g., traffic accident).
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However, little research about the security of connected vehicle has been done

in a comprehensive way.

In this thesis, we define six use cases in connected vehicles. These use cases can be

the foundation for future research. Our countermeasure discussion and firewall

design for the threats would be referenced in the SECREDAS project, which may

become a realistic solution for connected vehicles security.

1.3 Challenge

Challenge 1: There are too many functions and services we can collect. How can

we divide them into several use cases properly?

We overcome this difficulty with three steps below:

• We collect connected vehicle functions and services from scientific papers

and company product introductions.

• We group these services and functions by their service type and the entities

involved in each service and function.

• We merge similar functions and services into one use case and we build six

different use cases.

Challenge2: It is challenging to design firewalls for a vehicle, because a vehicle is

composedof several components, each of themruns in different operating systems

and provides various of network functions. Where and how can we place firewalls

in vehicles?

To investigate this question, we need to gain a detailed understanding of

connected vehicle components. We can find some resources online about the

properties of vehicle components. Some components’ properties are well defined,

such as gateways. But vehicle companies have not reached a consensus on

other components. We use the standard in CEVT provided by Ali Gholami

[3]. The details are discussed in the later parts. According to connected

vehicle components’ properties, we can discuss the implementations of vehicle

firewalls.
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1.4 Delimitations

Somematerial is collected from companies’ product introductions, whichmay not

be accurate for the standard model building.

The uses cases defined in this thesis represent the current state of vehicular

communication, andmay need to be modified in the future with the emergence of

new features in connected vehicles.

The firewall solutions are proposed for the service-oriented based communication

mainly, the firewall solutions for signal-based protocols (e.g., CAN, LIN and

FlexRay) are not the focus in this thesis.

1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 provides theoretical background knowledge. The methodology of this

thesis is introduced in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 lists the services connected vehicles

would provide as well as the entities and messages involved in these services.

Vehicle network structures and the interfaces which support those services are

also included in this chapter. Chapter 5 synthesizes six use cases from Chapter 4.

It also analyzes potential threats in these use cases and proposes some solutions

to mitigate those threats. To realize the solutions proposed in Chapter 5, firewalls

for each vehicle part are studied and designed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes

this thesis work and puts forward future work.
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2 Theoretical background

In this chapter, a description about the background of this degree project and

some related work is presented.

2.1 Firewall

In this part, firewall definitions and some existing firewalls are introduced. It is

necessary for us to explain how existing firewalls work when we want to design a

new firewall for vehicles.

2.1.1 Related definition

A firewall is an important network element that controls the packets going through

the boundaries of a secured network based on a specific security policy [37]. A

firewall security policy is a list of ordered filtering rules that defines the actions

performed on packets. A rule is composed of a set of filtering fields or network

fields, such as protocol type, source IP address, source port, destination IP

address, destination port, or an action field. The filtering fields of a rule represent

the possible values of the corresponding fields in the actual network traffic that

match this rule. Each network field could be a single value or a range of values.

The filtering actions can be either ’accept’, which allows the packets to go into or

from the secured network, or ’deny’, which blocks the packets.

2.1.2 Firewall types

There are four types of firewall introduced below [44].

Stateless firewall Stateless firewalls simply filter each packet based on the

packet content and preset rules in the firewall. The firewall can make ’accept’ or

’deny’ decisions according to the packet’s IP address or some other static values.

This type of firewall is very simple and not resource-intensive, but it has no
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concept of state tables or connections. It cannot check traffic patterns or data

flows.

Circuit level gateway firewall Circuit level gateways are deployed at the

session layer ofOSImodel, and theymonitor sessions (for example, TCP threeway

handshake) to see whether a requested connection is legitimate or not. However,

this firewall would not filter the individual packet.

Stateful inspection firewall Stateful inspection firewalls are also known as

dynamic packet filters which not only drop packets based on the static values in

their content, but also keep track of the connections. For example, this kind of

firewalls can check whether an incoming packet for an unprivileged port (e.g.,

high number port) is a compromised response to a previous outgoing request.

The shortcoming of this firewall is that it requires high computation power and

may slow down the transfer rate.

Application proxy firewall Application proxy firewalls can drop packets

based on a set of rules related to the application layer protocols. It supports the

address and port translation for specific application layer protocols, such as, FTP

(File Transfer Protocol), RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol), and SIP (Session

Initiation Protocol). The application with this firewall should know which

addresses and ports allow incoming packets. This firewall can block unsolicited

connections to internal networks according to the information provided by the

application.

2.1.3 Existing firewall examples

We introduce four typical firewalls here.

Iptables: Iptables is a user-space utility program in which the root user can

configure the Linux kernel firewall (also called Netfilter) table [45]. There are

different types of iptables to support different protocols: iptables to support IPv4,
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ip6tables to support IPv6, arptables to support ARP, and ebtables to support

Ethernet frames.

Netfilter: Netfilter is a Linux kernel framework which provides networking

operations including: packet filtering, network address translation, and port

translation [46]. Based on these operations, the functions of directing and

blocking packets from critical area in network can be implemented. Netfilter can

be configured by the user-space utility program (e.g., iptables and nftables).

Ipfw: Ipfirewall is an open-source Internet protocol, stateful firewall, packet

filter, and traffic accounting facility [9]. It was the built-in firewall of Mac OS

X.

Ipchains: Linux IP Firewalling Chains, normally called ipchains, is a free

software to control the packet filter or firewall capabilities. It was replaced by

iptables [28]. It is a stateless firewall.

2.2 Vehicle bus systems

In a vehicle network, various data is transferred by different types of buses

according to the data property [15]. The data in a vehicle network can be

classified into following domains: powertrain domain, body domain, and high-

speed information service domain [18].

Table 2.1 shows each domain’s applications, types of buses, and the data rate [8,

27, 41].

Domain Powertrain domain Body domain Information service domain
Bus type CAN/FlexRay CAN/LIN MOST/Ethernet
Data rate 1 Mbps–10 Mbps 20 kbps–250 kbps ≥100 Mbps
Application Engine Door locking Surround view system

Driving assistants Headlamp Audio

Table 2.1: Properties of different domains
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In modern vehicles, most of ECUs are connected by the CAN bus. With the

emergence of connected vehicles, there are more interfaces in vehicles, such as

TCU, DSRC, HMI, and the OBD port. To fulfill the requirements of the increasing

data rate and communication complexity, Ethernets would be more and more

significant in vehicle bus systems.

2.3 Vehicle components

This part introduces the vehicles components we discuss in this thesis. The

reference of this part is provided by Ali Gholami from CEVT [3].

2.3.1 TCU

A telematic control unit is an on-boarding module responsible for a vehicle’s

connections to external networks [43]. It can receive and respond the traffic based

on GSM, GPRS, Wi-Fi, WiMax, or LTE with its mobile communication interface.

TCU’s major work is to handle different traffics based on different protocols, and

Linux is the operating system for TCU.

2.3.2 DSRC unit

The DSRC (Dedicated short-range communications) unit is responsible for short-

range communications [48]. DSRC includes a set of protocols and standards

designed for the automotive one-way or two-way short-range to medium-range

wireless communication. It is mainly based on IEEE 802.11p. The services in

DSRC have a strict requirement on the real time property. DSRC units can run on

RTOS (Real-time Operation System), such as Pike OS.

2.3.3 Vehicle gateway

A vehicle gateway is the core component for an in-vehicle network [10]. It acts as

a bridge between in-vehicle ECUs and external interfaces, as well as the router for

communications among ECUs in different domains. A vehicle gateway is involved
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in almost all in-vehicle network communications, and it runs in the AUTOSAROS

which is introduced in Section 2.4.

2.3.4 HMI

A Human–Machine Interaction is an interface through which the vehicle can

communicate to the driver [19]. HMI is responsible to receive users’ commands or

statuses, and show contents about in-vehicle ECUs’ statuses or external network

messages to users. Android can be the operating system for HMI.

2.4 AUTOSAR introduction

AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture) is a well known open

standard of software architecture for automotive electronic control units (ECUs)

[6]. In this thesis, we assume that all ECUs follows this standard. There are two

platforms for AUTOSAR: classic platform and adaptive platform. The differences

of these two platforms are introduced in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1 Classic platform software structure

There are three layers of softwares included in the AUTOSAR classic platform

[6].

• Basic software: This layer provides some common software modules for

ECUs. These basic softwares can be the functional parts of services in the

upper layer.

• Runtime environment (RTE): This layer is the middleware used as the

network topology abstract for inter-ECUs and intra-ECUs information

exchange between the application software components.

• Application layer: This layer is for ECUs to provide services.

The application layer is the most hardware independent layer. Communications

between applications and access to basic software layer happens inRTE, and these
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communications support applications’ functions.

2.4.2 Adaptive platform software structure

The AUTOSAR adaptive platform is used in some emerging use cases, such as,

Car-2-X applications, vehicle-in-the-cloud, and connectivity services [5]. To

support these use cases, future cars are expected to have a different electronic

architecture with mixing deeply embedded systems and more dynamic systems.

The adaptive platform is meant to combine the classic AUTOSAR platform,

which focuses on the real-time and safety, and dynamic applications needing

high computing power and security. It supports adaptive deployments, complex

microcontrollers, and interactions with non-AUTOSAR systems. In contrast to

the classic platform, the adaptive platform runtime environment dynamically

links services and clients during runtime.

2.4.3 Classic platform and adaptive platform

There are two kinds of platform in AUTOSAR: classic platform and adaptive

platform [6]. The comparisons of two platforms are shown in Table 2.2.

Platform Classic platform Adaptive platform
Operating system OSEK OS POSIX specification

Communication protocols Signal-based communication Service-oriented communication
(CAN, FlexRay, MOST) (SOME/IP)

Scheduling mechanisms Fixed task configuration Dynamic scheduling strategies
Memory management Same address space Virtual address space

for applications for each application

Table 2.2: Differences between two platforms

Each platform can support different functions. For example, engine control,

breaking systems, and other body control systems can run on the classic platform,

and Over The Air updates (OTA), infotainment services, and Human-Machine

Interaction (HMI) services can run on the adaptive platform.
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2.5 SOME/IP

The adaptive platform of AUTOSAR is our focus in this thesis. The advantage

of the adaptive platform is its service-oriented property, so it is compatible to

other platforms. Scalable service-OrientedMiddlewarE over IP (SOME/IP) is the

protocol for the adaptive platform communication message control based on the

Ethernet [34]. It is designed to fit different devices including telematics devices,

AUTOSAR devices, and cameras, etc. The SOME/IP protocol can also support

features of infotainment domains and other domains, so it is possible that the

SOME/IP protocol can replace all communication protocols in vehicles in the

future.

2.5.1 SOME/IP middleware features

SOME/IP is an automotive middleware solution for different operating systems

in vehicles, and it can support several middleware features [34].

• Serialization: transform into and from on-wire representations.

• Remote Procedure Call (RPC): implement the remote invocation of

functions.

• Service Discovery (SD): find any functionality and configure its access

dynamically.

• Publish/Subscribe (Pub/Sub): configure which data is needed and shall be

sent to the client dynamically.

• Segmentation of UDP messages: allow the transport of large SOME/IP

messages over UDP without the need of fragmentation

These features make it possible for SOME/IP to be the communication protocol

among vehicle components in different operating systems.

2.5.2 SOME/IP message structure

The SOME/IP message’s header format is shown in Figure 2.1 [38].
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Protocol Version [8 bit]

Request ID (Client ID / Session ID) [32 bit]

Message ID (Service ID /Method ID) [32 bit]

Length [32 bit]

Payload [variable size]

Interface Version [8 bit] Message Type [8 bit] Return Code [8 bit]

Figure 2.1: SOME/IP header format

TheMessage ID field is a 32-bit identifier that is used to identify the RPC (Remote

Procedure Call) which is either to call a method of an application, or to identify an

event. The message ID should be unique in the whole system. A Message ID field

is composed of a Service ID field (16-bit), a 0 (1-bit), and a Method ID field (last

15-bit).

The Length field shows the length in Byte from the Request ID/Client ID field to

the end of the SOME/IP message.

The Request ID field is to help a provider or subscriber identify the multiple uses

of the same method, event, getter or setter. The Request ID should be the same

in the corresponding request and response, and should not be reused until there

is no more response in this session any more. A Request ID field is composed of

a Client ID field (16-bit) and a Session ID field (16-bit).

The Protocol version field is an 8-bit field to show the SOME/IP protocol version.

The Interface version field is an 8-bit field to show major version of the service

interface.

TheMessage type field is to differentiate types ofmassages. The values of this field

and the corresponding description are available in the specification of SOME/IP

[38].

The Return code field is to signal whether a request was successfully processed.

The detailed specification of each message type’s return code is listed in Figure

2.2, they are available in the specification of SOME/IP [38].

Payload consists of the the event’s data or the method’s parameters. Because
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Figure 2.2: Return code values and descriptions

SOME/IP is based on the UDP protocol, the payload should be limited between 0

and 1400 bytes.

2.6 Secure mechanisms involved in this thesis

TLS and IPSec are introduced here. They are used in our later discussions.

2.6.1 TLS

TLS (Transport Layer Security protocol) is a standard for Internet security [47].

The goal of the TLS protocol is to provide the privacy and data integrity between

two communication applications. The process is shown in Figure 2.3. First,

the client sends a ClientHello message to the server which contains the protocol

version, the client identification, and a random number. Then, the server replies

with a ServerHello message which contains the agreed protocol version, the

certification of server, and a random number. After receiving the message, the
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client sends back the secret key material encrypted with the server’s public key.

Finally, both the client and the server share a secret key, and they can have a

secured communication based on symmetric encryption.

Client Server

ClientHello

ServerHello 
Certificate 
ServerHelloDone 

ClientKeyExchange 
ChangeCipherSpec 
Finished 

ChangeCipherSpec 
Finished 

Figure 2.3: TLS establishment process

2.6.2 IPSec

IP security (IPSec) is an IETF standard for Network Layer security [40]. IPSec

is popular for creating trusted link (e.g., VPN). There are two modes of IPSec:

transport mode and tunnel mode. The transport mode is mainly to handle the

services between two hosts or host to the gateway, and the tunnel mode is mainly

to handle the services between gateways. In this thesis, for there is only one single

gateway in an in-vehicle network, we focus on the transport mode. IPSec consists

of three parts: AH (IP Authentication Header), ESP (IP Encapsulating Security

Payload), and IKE (Internet Key Exchange).

AHandESP The authentication header and the encapsulating security payload

both rely on an existing security association, whichmeans both ends should share

a set of secret keys and agree on each other’s IP addresses and crypto algorithms.

This is done in the IKE process.

The authentication header provides the authentication and integrity of the packet
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content and IP header. The IP header includes ICV (Integrity Check Value) which

is HMAC of the IP header, AH, and the payload. The authentication header

can also provide anti-replay services to avoid Deny-of-Service attacks with its

sequence number field. However, AH cannot provide the confidentiality. The

encapsulating security payload adds new header and trailer fields to the packet,

which can provide the confidentiality and integrity to the packet payload. Figure

2.4 and Figure 2.5 show a packet’s structure with AH and ESP.

Figure 2.4: A message with AH

Figure 2.5: A message with ESP

IKE IKE (Internet Key Exchange) is to set up a security association for AH and

ESP. For in-vehicle networks, this would be done in the future, and it is not the

focus in this thesis. We would not introduce IKE details here.

2.7 Related Work

Huang et al. evaluate the structure on in-vehicle networks and analyze the threats

in each domain [18]. However, the paper is limited to in-vehicle networks, and it

only considers the traditionalmodel of a vehicle network structure. In other word,

Huang et al. focus on the classic platform, but our thesis focuses on the adaptive

platform.

5GCAR project proposes some detailed secure models and solutions for the V2X

use case [13]. However, it didn’t cover the firewall solutions about how to block

illegal messages and connections. This point is discussed in this paper’s following

parts.
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Jin Ho Kim et al. present detailed hardware and software structures of an in-

vehicle gateway [25]. However, itmentions little about the gateway firewall, which

is not enough for the future connected vehicle functions. Also, it does notmention

the SOME/IP protocol, which would be the most popular protocol for vehicle in

the future.

Joakim Karlsson and Pontus Khosravi introduce the mechanisms in the

AUTOSAR platform and how they work [24]. But in their thesis, the scope is

limited to the AUTOSAR OS, it didn’t discuss other operating systems which are

also included in connected vehicles.

Feng Luo and Shuo Hou propose firewall solutions for the vehicle gateway, and

separate a gateway in two domains, one for the CAN/FD bus and one for the

Ethernet [29]. Packet filter mechanisms are provided to the CAN/FD bus, since

its security level and time delay are significant. The Ethernet firewall mechanisms

are designed based on stateful firewalls. Packet filter, anti-DoS, and access control

mechanisms are provided. This paper is the foundation of our discussion of

gateway firewalls.
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3 Methodology

We use the OCTAVE Allegro method in this thesis [33]. There are eight steps

included in this method:

• Establish risk measurement criteria

• Develop an information asset profile

• Identify information asset containers

• Identify areas of concern

• Identify threat scenarios

• Identify risks

• Analyze risks

• Select mitigation approach

We can summarize the eight steps into the following five steps: establish security

measurement criteria, build the system, identify the vulnerable area, identify the

threats, and select solutions for those threats.

The security measurement criteria can be CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, and

Availability). We build the vehicle network system first. Because we want to build

a comprehensive connected vehicle system which can support as many services

and functions as possible, we collect all services and functions connected vehicles

can provide, and group them by their categories and involved entities. Then

we identify those services and functions into several use cases. These use cases

are considered as vulnerable area in a vehicle network. After that, we analyze

potential threats in these use cases based on their communicationmodels. Finally,

we discuss firewall solutions to mitigate these threats.
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4 Vehicle functions and structure

In this section, we first collect what functions and services future connected

vehicles should have. Then, we can list the entities that involved in these services,

and what messages involved to realize these functions and services. Based on

the things above, we can have an overview of vehicle networks with various of

interfaces, and summarize services into several use cases. Those use cases are

our foundation to discuss potential security threats and possible solutions in the

following sections.

The functions and services are mainly collected from some companies’ product

introductions. The companies include: Tesla, Continental Automotive,

HARMAN, driverfocusedhmi, and NHTSA.

4.1 Functions provided by connected vehicles

The functions are listed in Table 4.1, and we collect these functions from

different company websites [14, 17, 42]. We grouped these functions into five

types: infotainment, comfort, OEM service, emergence, and ADAS (Advanced

Driver-Assistance Systems). In Table 4.2, we generalize each exact service or

function into each type. The entities involved in vehicle communication and their

connections to vehicles are shown in Figure 4.1. We also sort the functions and

services according to the entity that vehicles communicate to. As shown in Table

4.3, the services and functions are grouped by communication entities.

4.2 Messages involved in each functions

In the list below, message flows in each function are introduced briefly. We build

communication models based on these message flows.

1. A driver has commands through HMI to TCU. TCU sends requests to a content

provider, the provider replies content to HMI through TCU. HMI shows the

content to driver.
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Index Function description

1 Provide driver access to their personal universe of apps and content
2 Update and download apps by OTA
3 Remote diagnostics service for repair purpose
4 Remote vehicle data collection
5 Static content includes geolocation, route calculation, and navigation
6 Dynamic content includes parking condition, road weather, and road

construction information
7 Pre-open vehicle air conditioner remotely
8 Remote start car
9 Contact police for an accident, e.g. airbag released
10 Report accident severity and situation to insurance company
11 Display infotainment or ADAS information to driver
12 Accept and recognize driver’s command by haptic, voice, or gesture
13 Monitor driver by driver’s behavior, focus, stress, and health condition
14 Unexpected decelerating
15 Rollover warning
16 Collision warning
17 Do not pass warning
18 Incoming vehicle warning
19 Pedestrian identification recognizes, e.g. old man, children
20 Potential collision warning
21 ETC (Electronic Toll Collection)
22 Warning on blind spots
23 Rail intersection warning
24 In-vehicle display of road signs and billboards
25 Inspect vehicle condition through physical connection to OBD port

Table 4.1: Functions and services in connected vehicles

Type Function index

Infotainment 1,2,5,6,11
Comfort 7,8

OEM service 3,4,25
Emergence 9,10
ADAS 11-24

Table 4.2: Functions grouped by their types
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Figure 4.1: Vehicle communication entities

Communication entity Function index

Infotainment content provider 1,2
OEM server 3,4
Map data service 5,6
Mobile application 7,8
Emergence and insurance center 9,10
Driver 11-13
Vehicle 14-18
Pedestrian 19,20
Infrastructure 21-24
Diagnostic tester 25

Table 4.3: Functions provided by each communication entity
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2. A vehicle establishes a connection to a content provider server. The server

publishes update by OTA. The vehicle receives the update.

3-4. TCU establishes a connection to an OEM server. The server sends data

collection or diagnostic requests to TCU. TCU sends requests to the gateway

through the Ethernet, the gateway gets corresponding data from ECUs in the

in-vehicle network and sends it to TCU. TCU sends data responses to the OEM

server.

5. A driver inputs his or her destination to vehicle TCU through HMI. TCU sends

requests to amap data server. The server replies the geolocation, route calculation

result to HMI through TCU showing the map and navigation information to the

driver.

6. A vehicle collects the road data by its sensors (e.g., camera) and sends the data

to a map data server by its TCU as dynamic data.

7-8. A device (e.g., electric key or mobile phone) sends commands to a vehicle

based on Wi-Fi or BLE through TCU. The vehicle replies status through TCU to

the device.

9-10. An E-call module (SIM card) reports a vehicle status (e.g., airbag released)

or an accident situation to a police center and an insurance company through

TCU.

11. After receiving data from TCU, HMI shows the data to its user.

12-13. After receiving commands from the driver or the driver’s status from

sensors, HMI sends message to the external network through TCU, or in-vehicle

networks through the gateway.

14-18. Vehicles build connections through their DSRC modules, and send

messages to each other.

19-20. The device on a pedestrian sends information of the pedestrian (e.g.,

location and identification) to the vehicles in range through DSRCmodules.

21-24. An infrastructure broadcasts messages to the vehicles in range through

DSRC, and those vehicles reply messages through DSRC.
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25. A tester connects to in-vehicle networks through the OBD port and

implements diagnostic services.

4.3 Vehicle communication architecture

There are some relevant references online, but none of them presents a

comprehensive connected vehicle structure from communication view. Some of

online references focus on a specific function, some of others present the physical

architecture of a connected vehicle. We tried to summarize those references and

propose our own communication architecture for connected vehicles. But we

should make sure that our architecture matches the realistic vehicles. Thanks

to Ali from CEVT, he helped us modify the architecture which can represent

real vehicles communications [3]. Figure 4.2 is a simplified topology of vehicle

interfaces and the in-vehicle networks structure.

OBDⅡ Port

Secure Gateway

HMI

Telematrics
Control Unit

DSRC

Body Cluster

Avtive
SafetyPowertrain

In-vehicle network

Safety Domain

Comfort Domain

LTE, Wi-Fi, and BLE

V2X

Bluetooth and USB

Figure 4.2: Vehicle interfaces and in-vehicle network structure

TCU can be considered as an interface communicating with external networks,

such as remote server (e.g., OEM server or infotainment content provider server),

emergency center (by SIM card), and some devices (e.g., user mobile phones

through BLE, or key cards through NFC). DSRC is an interface to provide services

requiring real-time property, such as V2V, V2I and V2P. HMI is an interface for
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communications between users and vehicles. The gateway works as a bridge to

separate in-vehicle ECUs and external interfaces, it also contains the OBD port

for diagnostics.
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5 Use cases

Considering all functions, services, and interfaces stated above, we derive six use

cases. In this part, we introduce eachuse case anddiscuss possible solutions.

5.1 Infotainment service

This use case includes services 1, 2, 5, 6, 11, 12, and 13 in Section 4.1 which are

provided by infotainment content provider servers. A vehicle user sends requests

to infotainment service through HMI in vehicle. The requests are transferred to

TCU via the gateway. TCU sends the requests to an infotainment content provider

server, the server answers the requests with infotainment content to TCU. TCU

receives it and transfers the content to HMI through the gateway. HMI shows the

content to the user. The threats in this use case are listed below.

5.1.1 Threat scenario

There are three types of communication in this scenario: communications

between users and HMI, communications between HMI and TCU through the

gateway, and communications between TCU and remote cloud servers. All

communications are two-way and the potential threats in each communication

are discussed below:

• For the communication between users andHMI, attackersmay impersonate

the user to send requests to HMI. The attackers can also connect to HMI

through a Bluetooth or USB port to show the content that the user didn’t

require.

• For the communication between HMI and TCU, attackers may snoop or

tamper the messages content if they have access to the connection. If

attackers get the content of these messages, the user’s personal data may

be disclosed. If attackers change the content of the message without being

detected, the service cannot run in the proper way.
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• Because the communication between HMI and TCU goes through the

gateway, it is possible for attackers to get access to the in-vehicle network

through the gateway from HMI or TCU. This could cause serious safety

threats when in-vehicle ECUs are compromised.

• For the communication betweenTCUand remote cloud servers, themessage

goes through the external network. Attackers could snoop or tamper

the message content, which would cause user personal data disclosure or

services notworking. In addition, attackers can impersonate a remote server

to provide malicious data to vehicles.

For the first threat scenario, We assume that the people in the vehicle is

authenticated by vehicle’s physical securemechanism, e.g., door lock. In that case,

HMI can trust that the commands are from authenticated users.In addition, HMI

only shows the content from trusted devices which are added in the trust list by

authorized users manually. Based on this assumption, we do not discuss the first

threat scenario in the following part.

5.1.2 Solution discussion

The solution for this use case is shown in Figure 5.1, and the illustration for Figure

5.1 follows.

At first, we can list existing security mechanisms we can use as solutions:

symmetric encryption, public-key encryption, cryptographic hash, TLS, and

IPSec. Both the symmetric encryption and the public-key encryption can provide

confidentiality to messages. The difference between two encryption methods is

that the keys for encryption and decryption are same in the symmetric encryption,

and different in the public-key encryption. The disadvantage of the symmetric

encryption is that the distribution process of the secret keys would be challenging.

The disadvantage of the public-key encryption is that it is much slower than the

symmetric encryption for its complicated algorithms. The cryptographic hash

is the only way to ensure messages integrity as we know. TLS and IPSec has

been introduced in the Section 2.6. Both of these two techniques can provide

the confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity for communications. TLS is a
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Figure 5.1: Solution for the infotainment service use case

predominating standard for application-level security, but its handshake process

may cause an unacceptable delay in some situations. IPSec can protect IP packets

to go throughunsafe networks (e.g., VPN), but it does not include the key exchange

process.

For the communication between TCU and remote cloud server (the blue

line in Figure 5.1), the solution should provide the confidentiality, integrity

and authenticity. To fulfill the confidentiality, the communication should

be encrypted. The symmetric encryption is a suitable way considering that

infotainment service data size would be huge. The integrity requirement can be

satisfied if TCUand the remote cloud server agree on a samehash function and add

the MAC (Message Authentication Code) part in the message. Considering that

there will be more andmore infotainment service cloud servers, it is necessary for

vehicles and servers to authenticate each other and share a symmetric key before

they can have a secure communication. TLS is suitable for this kind of server-

client communication model because of its handshake process. In the handshake

process, the server and the client can exchange their certificate, authenticate

each other, and negotiate the symmetric key, hash function, and encryption

method. No other existing security mechanism can provide this function. After

the handshake process, the infotainment servers and vehicles can send and receive
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messages in the secured TLS connection. A firewall can be implemented in TCU to

blockmaliciousmessages. The details of the TCU firewall are discussed in Section

6.3.

For the communication between TCU and HMI (the green line in Figure 5.1), the

situation is different. As a previous work says, the authenticity and integrity of

messages are necessary for the in-vehicle network [26]. However, because of the

increasing importance of the data transferred in in-vehicle networks, we think the

confidentiality of messages is needed as well. Because the size of infotainment

data is huge, the symmetric encryption is a better solution. There are several ways

for the symmetric key distribution process. The first and the simplest way is to use

a permanent pre-shared key for HMI and TCU. The advantage of this method is

that it is easy, and the disadvantage of this method is that the longer the secret

key is been used, the more possible this secret key is cracked. The second way

is that TCU and HMI exchange a key periodically by a TLS handshake process.

But the latency caused by TLS handshake process is not acceptable [50]. The

third way is to use Time-Based One-Time Password Algorithm in which a new

secret key can be generated separately in HMI and TCU. The disadvantage of this

method is that it requires a relative high computation power inHMI andTCU. TLS

may not be the best solution in this situation, as we mentioned, the latency of the

handshake process is cannotmeet the requirement of in-vehicle communications.

There is an alternative way that the handshake can be performed during an ECU’s

idle time [50]. But attackers may crack the secret key when an ECU is running

and this ECU cannot update its secret key at this time. IPSec can ensure the

confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of messages, so it can be used here with

the help of the time-based one-time key. A firewall in HMI can be implemented

to filter the messages, the details of the firewall are discussed in Section 6.4 and

Section 6.5.

There should also be a firewall on the gateway to block this kind ofmessages going

into in-vehicle networks, which may cause serious safety problems. There are

some researches on this problem as we mentioned in Section 2.7. We are going to

look deeper into it in Section 6.2.
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5.2 Remote monitor by OEM server

The services in this use case include function 3, 4, 9, and 10 in Section 4.1

which are provided by OEM servers. RVDC (Remote Vehicle Data Collection)

is one of the services provided by OEM servers. RVDC is to collect vehicles’

data remotely, monitor vehicles’ running condition, and require vehicles’ DTCs

(Diagnostic Trouble Code) remotely. The services in this use case are about

the communication between the cloud server and in-vehicle ECUs. The server

sends requests to TCU, then TCU sends the requests to the in-vehicle network

through the gateway. ECUs respond vehicle data requests to the server through

the gateway and TCU. The threats in this use case are listed below.

5.2.1 Threat scenario

There are two differences in this use case compared to the first one: there

is only one or limited number of OEM servers for a specific vehicle, and the

communications are between OEM servers and in-vehicle ECUs.

• For the connection between TCU and OEM servers, it is very similar to the

first use case. The difference is that the OEM servers’ addresses should be

known by TCU. But attackers can still snoop or tamper the message, or even

perform IP address spoofing attacks to impersonate OEM servers.

• For the connection between TCU and the gateway, attackers could snoop the

message about vehicle data, or tamper the message to disturb the services.

In addition, in this use case, most of the messages are control messages,

attackers may perform replay attacks.

• For the in-vehicle network, attackers may control some ECUs, and keep

sending high prioritymessages to performDoS attacks. Other functions and

communications can not be able to work in this situation.

• Attackers could impersonate TCU to send message to in-vehicle ECUs, or

impersonate normal ECUs to send messages to TCU. In this attack, ECUs

would receivemalicious commands and run in awrongway, TCUwould send

out wrong messages about ECUs.
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5.2.2 Solution discussion

The solution for this use case is shown in Figure 5.2, and the illustration for Figure

5.2 follows.

Telematrics 
Control Unit 

Gateway

OEM server

In-vehicle network 
(ECUs)

Traffic between gateway and TCU should be  
symmetic encrypted, add hash function, and fresh index

Diagnostics or vehicle 
 data collect requests

Both request and response  
traffics are based on TLS

Block messages whose source 
 address is not in white-list

Vehicle data request/response

Figure 5.2: Solution for remote monitor by the OEM server

For the connection between TCU and OEM servers, it is different from the first

use case, for there is only one or limited number of OEM servers, TCU can store

their IP addresses and accept the connections initialized by these IP addresses.

But the authentication process is still necessary to prevent IP address spoofing

attacks. WhenOEM servers want to send somemessages to TCU, they should first

exchange their certificates, then TCU can confirm that the messages are from the

trusted source. So, the TCU firewall wementioned before should add awhitelist to

store OEM servers’ addresses. From a security perspective, this whitelist should

not be changed after the vehicle was manufactured. The whitelist can be placed in

the TCU firewall. The connections between the OEM servers and vehicles should

be based on TLS for the same reason in the first use case.

For the connection between the gateway and TCU, the RVDC messages could

be similar in each time. Attackers may perform replay attacks in this situation.
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There are two methods to mitigate this threat. The first one is to use Time-Based

One-Time Password Algorithm, the key used in the replayed message and the

key used in the fresh message are different, and the attack can not success. The

second method is to add a fresh index in the message payload. The first method

requires higher computation power, and the secondmethod increases the payload

of messages, but either of the methods is doable and effective. We can still use

IPSec for the reasons discussed in the previous use case.

For communication in in-vehicle networks, ECUs are mostly connected by the

CANbus. However, theCANbus has no securitymechanismwhen itwas invented.

There are some solutions such as add encryption in the CAN bus [4]. But this is

not the best solution.We discuss the reason in Section 5.6.

For the final threat, the way TCU and the gateway authenticate each other is that

they use a shared secret key to encrypt messages. This is the way to prevent

attackers impersonating TCU to send malicious messages to in-vehicle networks.

The way for them to share secret key has been discussed in the previous use

case. The way the gateway authenticate ECUs is more complicated, because of

the features of the CAN bus and its protocol. The messages in the CAN bus do not

contain the information of its sender, and the number of messages in an CAN bus

should be limited or all messages in the whole bus would be blocked. The best

way we propose is that the gateway classifies in-vehicle ECUs by their behaviors,

because most CAN traffics are highly regular and follow the specifications defined

by OEMs. We discuss this in detail in Section 5.6.

5.3 Device control

The services in this use case include function 7 and8 in Section 4.1which are about

communications between vehicles and devices. The devices includemobile phone

and key card. Taking remote car opening service as an example, there are three

ways to open the car: tap the key card on the car, use themobile phone’s BLEwith

key card nearby, or contact the server to open the car remotely with LTE [32]. The

threats in this use case are listed below.
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5.3.1 Threat scenario

When vehicles become connected, users can have various ways to control their

vehicles. Security threats would happen in this case. We use a Tesla’s product

as the example of how users can control their vehicles through their devices, and

analyze potential threats in this use case.

• According to Wired, the vehicle key card can be cloned if attackers can get

close to the vehicle and the driver’s key card [16].

• With the key card nearby, users can connect their mobile phones to their

vehicles based on BLE. Then users can use a mobile app to control their

vehicles in the range. However, attackers may impersonate users to control

their vehicles.

• In some situations, users cannot open their vehicles with the two methods

stated above, they need to contact the service center for help to open their

vehicles remotely based on LTE. However, attackers may impersonate users

to ask the service center to open the car.

5.3.2 Solution discussion

The solution for this use case is shown in Figure 5.3, and the illustration for Figure

5.3 follows.

Increasing the complexity of the handshake algorithm between the key card and

the vehicle can mitigate the first threat. However, this method is not practical

for the key card’s limited computation power. The alternative way is primitive

but effective: using a RF-block wallet to protect the key card from cloning. When

we assume that users can protect their devices from cloning, the first threat is

solved.

For the second threat, the allowed connect device should be stored in the whitelist

of the TCUBLE interface. A firewall can be implemented to block BLE connection

attempts from out-of-white-list devices. The operation to add malicious devices

into white-list should be impossible for attackers. The firewall whitelist should be

encrypted. This solution is based on the assumption that user’s device would not
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Figure 5.3: Solution for device control

be accessible for attackers. This mechanism is well developed in all Bluetooth-

enable devices. So we do not discuss this further.

For the third threat, this communication is similar to the situation stated in

Section 5.2, except the first step that users try to contact the service center. The

proposed solution is that users should authenticate themselves, e.g., provide their

username and password.

Things become much easier when the biometric authentication comes into being.

This authentication method based on human characteristics, such as voice,

fingerprint, iris, and face. It is very convenient for user to authenticate themselves,

and it is difficult for attackers to steal these kinds of information.
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5.4 V2X

In this use case, the communication is based on DSRC. There are three types of

V2X: V2V, V2P, and V2I. The functions in this use case include function 14-24 in

Section 4.1. The threats in this use case are listed below.

5.4.1 Threat scenario

• In all situations including V2V, V2P, and V2I, the most serious problem

is authentication. When a vehicle communicates with other vehicles,

pedestrians, or infrastructures, both communication entities should know

the identity of each other. Then, the communication entities can trust the

received messages.

• The content of DSRC communication should be encrypted, or attackers can

easily snoop the message in the range of DSRC.

5.4.2 Solution discuss

According to the 5GCAR project delivery, the possible solution can be illustrated

as shown in Figure 5.4 [13]:

Each application based on DSRC should have an application server, which stores

all entities’ certifications in this application. Vehicles and communication entities

can send signed messages to the same application server. The application

server validates their certification, then responds session key encrypted with

application’s private key. Vehicles and other entities decrypt the message with

server’s public key and get the session key. Then all vehicles and entities

involved in the application can communicate with the messages encrypted by the

symmetric session key. However, this solution is not perfect. For the longer

a session key is used, the higher possibility attackers can get the session key.

Then attackers can implement impersonation, spoofing or tamper attacks. On

the contrary, application servers would have a high traffic load if the session key

is altered frequently. It is a trade-off between the traffic load and the security

level.
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Figure 5.4: Solution for V2X

The solutions stated above is effective to solve the encrypted and authenticated

threats. However, the firewall on the DSRC module is still necessary to block

malicious messages to fulfill latency requirements, for if we rely to handle all

messages on the application layer, the vehicle’s computation power would face

a huge challenge. Attackers can perform Deny-of-Service attacks easily. It is

especially unacceptable in the DSRC module which requires real-time property.

We discuss the firewall in Section 6.1 based on the DSRC protocol.

5.5 Diagnostics service

This use case includes function 3 and 25 in Section 4.1 which are about diagnostics

services. There are two kinds of diagnostics services. The first one is the remote

diagnostics service, an OEM server sends diagnostics requests to the vehicle

through TCU, then TCU forwards the requests to in-vehicle ECUs via the gateway,

finally ECUs respondwith diagnostics data to theOEMserver through the gateway

and TCU. This typewas discussed in Section 5.2. The second one is the diagnostics
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service through the OBDII port. An OBDII tester sends diagnostics messages to

ECUs via the gateway. The threats in this use case are listed below.

5.5.1 Threat scenario

For remote diagnostic services, the gateway should confirm that the messages are

from TCU and have not been changed. It is the same as remote monitor use case.

We do not repeat this part. For the OBDII port diagnostic services, the connection

is physical, and it is mainly based on the CAN bus. It is possible for attackers

to implement man-in-the-middle attacks. In addition, attackers may spoof the

vehicle data or even write data to in-vehicle ECUs by the physical connection to

the OBDII port.

5.5.2 Solution discussion

For the OBD service, the authentication of tester devices can be done as Figure

5.5 shows [30]. By this process, the vehicle can trust the tester. When the tester

connects to the OBD security module, the tester sends its certificate to the OBD

security module. The OBD security module checks the certificate and get the

tester’s public key. Then the OBD security module generates a random session

key, encrypts this key and sends it to the tester. Finally, the tester can decrypt

the encrypted session key with its private key. The tester and the OBD security

mode can communicate with each other with messages encrypted by their shared

secret session key. This method can provide the confidentiality and authenticity

for diagnostics services.

There is also a module in the gateway called OFM: On-board firewall module

which acts a CAN whitelist to allow only CAN signals originating from OBD-II

dongles. With the authentication process and OFM, the threats mentioned in the

OBD service is solved.
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Figure 5.5: OBD tester authentication process

5.6 In-vehicle IDS

In this use case, the gateway should detect ECUs’ misbehaviors and report it to

users and OEM servers. When the situation is serious, the vehicle should inform

an emergence center and an insurance company.

The first threat of this use case is about in-vehicle ECUs. The in-vehicle network

is mostly based on the CAN bus, and the CAN bus does not have a security

mechanism. There are several securitymechanisms, like encryption, can be added

to a CAN bus network [4]. However, we think that this added security mechanism

is not practical for reasons below:

• The ECU’s computation ability is limited. The encryption process may

decrease the real-time performance.

• Encryption can onlymitigate impersonation and spoofing attacks. However,

in most situations, the threats of in-vehicle networks are: ECUs stop

working, or ECU is controlled to send many high-priority messages to

implement deny-of-service attacks. These attacks are from the physical

level, which is not the point of this thesis.
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Compared to adding security mechanism to in-vehicle networks, IDS can be a

better solution. There are many IDS algorithms have been studied [35, 39]. Most

of them are effective for detecting DoS attacks. IDS should be able to detect

compromised ECUs according to the messages in the CAN bus. After abnormal

behaviors are detected, the gateway should report the fault to users, OEM servers,

and even emergence centers if the problem is serious. The communications

between the gateway and TCU or HMI should be authenticated and encrypted.

The symmetric encryption can be implemented in this situation.

Furthermore, the result of IDS can be the source for improving firewall rules.

After OEM servers receive IDS reports from lots of vehicles, they can analyze the

results and update the firewall rules in vehicles. Then OEM servers can release

the new firewall which can defend the intrusions which have been reported. The

IDS mechanism will have a bright future, for it can detect intrusions as soon as

possible to minimize the consequence of an attack, and prevent the attacker to

perform same attacks again.
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6 Firewall solutions in the vehicle

In this section, we discuss firewall solutions in different vehicle components. We

state the required functions of each firewall, propose some solutions considering

the feature of each component, and introduce the implementation work we have

done at the end of this section.

6.1 DSRC

We introduced 5GCAR solutions for the V2X authentication and encryption

method in the previous chapter, and there is a detailed description about the

management of V2X communication systems in [11]. In this part, we discuss

firewall solutions for V2X services. Some protocols and standards for DSRC are

listed below:

IEEE 1609.0: Guide for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE)

Architecture: It is a general standard with the protocol architecture, interfaces,

spectrum allocations and device roles [20].

IEEE 1609.2: Security Services for Applications and Management Messages:

This standard defines how V2X messages are exchanged and protected from

eavesdropping, spoofing, alteration, and replay attacks [23].

IEEE 1609.3: Network Services: This standard defines the services in the network

and transport layer like addressing and routing in DSRC systems [22].

IEEE 1609.12: Identifier Allocations: This standard specifies the format of

provider service identifiers (PSID), and points out identifier values that have been

allocated by WAVE systems [21].

SAE J2735: DSRC Message Set Dictionary: This standard specifies the message

set, data frame, data elements and applications in 5.9 GHz DSRC [12].

According to these standards, we can know that the DSRC system is well

developed. But there is no firewall mentioned in all this standards and protocols.

We describe a possible mechanism for firewalls in different layers in the following

parts. A possible alternative solution is mentioned.
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6.1.1 DSRC Firewall mechanism

There should be a table storing enabledDSRC services’ IDs and the corresponding

secret key for each service. The key should be updated once the application server

broadcast a new key to all entities involved in this service. When packets come in,

the DSRC module can filter the packets according to following steps:

• Extract the service type of this packet, and check whether this service is

enabled. Drop the packet if the service is not in the enabled service list.

• Decrypt the packet with this service’s secret key.

• Check if the message has been tampered, drop it if it has been tampered.

• Check some information in the packet content.

In the following part, We explain the firewalls used in the first step and the forth

step.

6.1.2 Service ID firewall

In DSRC communications, all services at present are identified by the service ID

[21]. For a vehicle, it can only enable several services and store these services’

IDs in a whitelist. The firewall can then block messages with the service ID not

included in the whitelist.

6.1.3 Content-aware firewall

A content-aware firewall can be implemented. For example: in the V2V scenario,

the BSM (Basic Safety Message) should contain the position information, so the

receiver can block all basic safety message with the position information showing

that the sender is not in the valid range of DSRC. However, this firewall requires

high computation power and may cause latency when it processes messages.

The specific rules of the content-aware firewall can be designed according to the

protocols we mentioned above.
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6.1.4 Physical interface filter

The spectrum band plan for DSRC services is standardized [11]. The plan is shown

inFigure 6.1. When the interface receives amessage, the frequency of thismessage

can indicate what the service of this message. By checking the whitelist of allowed

services, the interface can drop or allow the packet without inspecting the header

of the message. This filter on the interface layer can not be called as a firewall,

but it is more efficient than classic packet processing firewalls. At present, the

filter is constrained by theDSRCmodule’s classification ability. The filter can only

recognize the service type, rather than what exactly the service is. In the future,

the interface filter can be a good supplement for DSRC firewall mechanisms.
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Figure 6.1: DSRC band plan

6.2 Gateway

A vehicle gateway provides functionality of translating different protocols. The

classic AUTOSAR is usually used for such functionality. Figure 6.2 is the gateway

software structure provided by CEVT. As it is shown in Figure 6.2, the Ethernet

and CAN communications can be firewalled in the CAN or Ethernet stacks.

However, it lacks firewalling features for SOME/IP messages in stacks, which

means if a SOME/IP traffic comes in, only if it is forwarded to the application

layer, can the gateway provides the firewall ability to the SOME/IP traffic. In this

situation, it may cause the unacceptable latency bottleneck, when the delivery of

messages are required in millisecond scale. For example, active safety messages

are required to be forwarded in 100 ms from TCU to ADAS (the example is

provided by CEVT).

There are two possible solutions:
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Figure 6.2: Gateway software architecture (source : AUTOSAR)

• Change the gateway’s operating system to the AUTOSAR adaptive platform

which supports service-oriented communications

• Implement firewall functions in the application layer, increase the gateway

module’s computation ability to decrease the latency

For the first solution, it may come true when all ECUs in future connected vehicle

run on AUTOSAR adaptive platform. However, this solution is not practical at

present. For the second solution, it may solve the problem at present, but it

cannot be a permanent solution with the increasing functionalities of the vehicle

and increasing complexity of in-vehicle networks.

Except the solutions above, there are some very detailed and complete firewall

solutions for the gateway [29]. We do not repeat its work in this thesis.

6.3 TCU

TCU can receive Bluetooth traffics and internet (LTE or WiFi) traffics. For

Bluetooth traffics, the securitymechanism technology ismature [7] . TCUcanonly

accept connections from devices in the whitelist, the process of adding devices to

the whitelist can only be done manually. Then Bluetooth traffics in TCU is secure

enough. We mainly focus on the internet access in the firewall part.
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A typical TCU may consists of two separated CPUs and communicate using

UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter). The structure is shown

in Figure 6.3.

Linux OSClassic
AUTOSAR

Fw1Fw2

Remote serverUART
SOME/IP 

using  
IPSec 

Gateway

ECU1ECU2

Figure 6.3: TCU structure

The firewall rules are included in Figure 6.4:

Header of packet

Packet received

Exist in the state table?

Source address in whitelist?

Message is encrypted and
not tampered?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Drop No

Yes Accept

Figure 6.4: Rules of the TCU firewall

We need a stateful firewall here to handle the connection state. Fw1 in Figure

6.3 can use iptabels in theLinux operating system to block any unsolicited traffic

from the external interfaces. Such firewall provides the protection against DoS or

spoofing attacks.

Fw2 in Figure 6.3 is the firewalling mechanisms of the data traffic from the Linux

OS towards the classic AUTOSAR. In this thesis, we don’t discuss much about this
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part, which need to be done in future work.

6.4 HMI

The Human-Machine-Interaction module can run on the Android operating

system, because Android is the most popular operating system of touch screen

mobile devices, which is similar to the future vehicle’s HMI interface (some

cars, like Tesla, have already implemented it). Furthermore, Android Auto

has been developed especially for cars. As we can find on the Android Auto

website (https://www.android.com/auto/), Android Auto can either run on a

user’s mobile phone, or run on a vehicle screen with an USB connection to the

mobile phone. So if we implement a firewall that can run on Android mobile

phones, it would be compatible on vehicles as well.

We introduce the HMI structure and HMI firewall functions in this part, then we

implement theHMI firewall in the next part. HMI services are service-oriented, so

it should based on the AUTOSAR adaptive platform. The HMI structure is shown

in Figure 6.5.

Android OS
AUTOSAR 
adaptive 
platform 

Hypervisor

USB SOME/IP messages 
from gateway ADAS

Firewall

Figure 6.5: HMI structure

When messages come from the gateway to HMI hypervisor, they would first be

filtered by the firewall, then get into the Android operating system. The messages

are processed byAndroid and expressed in awell designed layout in AndroidAuto.

Then, the layout would be transferred to the vehicle HMI screen, which is in the

AUTOSAR adaptive platform, by USB or Bluetooth. Finally, the user can read the

content (e.g., ADAS information) on the vehicle screen without distraction.
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In HMI, the firewall should block the packet not from the gateway, TCU,

or DSRC module, the messages of disabled service type, and the messages

without the encryption (all messages in vehicle-networks should be encrypted

to prevent snooping attacks). In addition, too frequent function invocations and

messages sending are regarded as a DoS attack. High privilege requests from an

unauthorized entity are blocked as well. Considering all this required functions,

we would first investigate what firewall mechanisms are available at present,

which functions they cannot fulfill, and then design our new firewall solutions

to realize all functions stated above.

6.5 HMI firewall design and implementation

We follow the steps stated above to design theHMI firewall, then try to implement

it to check if it can work.

6.5.1 Android firewall

Firewall is supported on Android through NetFilter [36]. Netfilter is a Linux

kernel subsystem that provides firewalling capabilities (e.g., packet filtering and

connection tracking capabilities). The root privilege is required to set firewall

rules. In vehicle situation, the firewall rules should be configured frequently,

for example: a user doesn’t want to receive notification from his work email box

on his way home. It is not convenient to run the root privilege every time we

want to update firewall rules. What’s more, for this firewall is specific for vehicle

communication, which is based on the SOME/IP protocol, we want to implement

a firewall to block illegal SOME/IP messages, rather than only filter packets on

the transport layer or network layer.

We try to find some available Android firewall applications and analyze their

abilities. We find three Android firewall applications [1].

AFWall+ (Root Required) AFWall+ is a firewall application based on

iptables [2]. It can block applications’ network privilege and configure firewall
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rules easily. The user-interface is clear as shown in Figure 6.6. However, it

requires the root privilege which is not convenient as we mentioned before.

Figure 6.6: AFWall+ user interface

NetStop Firewall The user interface of NetStop Firewall is a huge red button.

When the user clicks the red button, all applications network accesses are blocked.

It is more a net-activity kill switch than a firewall, so it is not suitable for our

purpose. And I am a little confused that there are several easy ways to disable

network functions. Why do we need an application (a giant red button) to block

the network access?

NetGuard NetGuard is as powerful as AFWall+, and it doesn’t need the root

privilege [31]. The principle is that when users run the NetGuard application, an

own built-in VPN is activated. Then the user can take control of each application’s

network access without the root privilege. We have downloaded it from Google

Play and the user interface is clear and easy to use. The screen shot of user

interfaces is shown in Figure 6.7. In addition, some functions in NetGuard are

charging, for example, check blocked traffic logger and filter network traffics. But

NetGuard is an open-source application. It is the best firewall application for our

thesis research.

After researching Android firewall mechanisms and some existing Android
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Figure 6.7: NetGuard user interface

firewalls, we can have the conclusion that the present Android firewall can filter

packets on the network layer and transport layer. We should add the packet

content-aware firewalling ability to filter SOME/IP packets.

6.5.2 Content-aware firewall design

As we introduced in Section 2.5, a SOME/IP packet includes following parts:

message ID (service ID and method ID), length (payload length plus 8 bytes),

request ID (client ID and session ID), protocol version, interface version, message

type, return code, and payload.

Considering the return code types shown in Figure 2.2, the protocol itself can deal

with the service type error, method type error, protocol version error, interface

version error, payload error, and message type error. So, our firewalling ability

should include the function to check the packets’ following properties:

• Whether the packets are encrypted

• Whether they are tampered

• Whether the client have privilege to the service type
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• Whether this service has been called more frequently than normal

• Whether an entity has sent too many packets in a period of time

To fulfill the firewalling abilities mentioned above, we designed the firewall rules

in Figure 6.8:

Figure 6.8: Firewall rules

6.5.3 HMI firewall implementation

We also build a small communication model in Python to simulate the filter

process, the simple structure of this model is shown in Figure 6.9, and the

source code can be found in appendix A. The client module can generate different

SOME/IPmessages and send them to the servermodule. The packetcheckmodule

can parse the message and extract the information in the message. The firewall
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module can filter the message by its rules and make the decision to allow or drop

the message. If the message is allowed, it can be transfer to the server module

to implement corresponding services. This implemented communication model

proves that our HMI firewall can realize the properties we stated above.

server.py

client.py

packetgenerator.py

firewall.py

packetcheck.py IPSec

Parsed  
messageDoS check

Allowed 
messages 

Services
handler

Figure 6.9: Python model structure
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7 Conclusions

In this thesis, we identify 25 services that connected vehicles can provide. Thenwe

divide these 25 services into six use cases: infotainment services, remotemonitor,

device control, V2X, diagnostics service, and in-vehicle IDS. After analyzing these

six use cases’ security threats, we propose solutions based on CIA (Confidentiality,

Integrity, and Availability) for each vehicle part and for the connections between

them.

The solutions include: TLS based connection from TCU to remote servers to

ensure communication’s authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality. IPsec is

selected for in-vehicle communication with the Time-based One-Time Password

algorithm to allocate secret keys. The communication between vehicles and

devices (e.g., mobile phone and key card) need to authenticate the user’s identity,

the emergence of biometric authentication would make this process easier.

In V2X scenarios, 5GCAR has proposed the model to implement real-time

communication, but the DSRC firewall is needed to filter malicious traffic and

improve the performance of service. For diagnostic service through the OBD

port, the authentication for testers is needed, and the on-board firewall module

is necessary to block non-CAN signals from going through the OBD port to the

gateway. We choose IDS to be the main mechanism for ECU communication

security because of the property of the CAN bus.

In the next part, we study the possible firewall solutions on the TCU, DSRC, HMI,

and the gateway. For theDSRCpart, wewant to propose firewalls based on related

protocols. A service ID firewall before the decryption process and a content-

aware firewall after the decryption process can meet our firewall requirement.

A physical interface filter can be an alternative solution in the future. To

design firewall for HMI part, we investigate what firewalls exist in Android OS

and what functions these firewalls provide, then we design and implement an

application level content-aware firewall in the HMI for the SOME/IP protocol.

For the gateway part, we found that it contains firewall mechanisms, but the

firewall cannot support the SOME/IP protocol. We propose two solutions for this

problem. For the TCU part, we find that the the Linux-based stateless Iptables
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can be the solution for TCU firewall to external network, we also need to place

a firewall between Linux OS and AUTOSAR OS to filter the traffic, which is not

existing at present.

For future work, with the development of connected vehicles, more and more

services will come into being. Collecting these services and taking them into

consideration to make our use cases more detailed and complete would be the

most significant future work. Besides improving our use cases, we can go

further in the firewall solutions part. For the HMI firewall, we can develop

more compatible firewall applications combining existing firewall functions and

our content-aware functions. For the DSRC part, we can dig deeper of relative

protocols and design more specific firewall rules. For the TCU and gateway parts,

the most challenging future work can be firewall solutions for classic AUTOSAR,

which are implemented in the CAN bus mainly.
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A Python scripts source codes for communication

model

client.py

import socket

import packetgenerator

def encrypthash ( data ) :

return ’ encryptedandhashed ’+ data

def c l i en tno ip s e c ( t e x t ) :

sock=socket . socket ( socket .AF_INET, socket .SOCK_DGRAM)

data=t ex t . encode ( ’ a s c i i ’ )

sock . sendto ( data , ( ’ 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ’ , 1 2 345 ) )

data , address=sock . recvfrom (65535)

t e x t=data . decode ( ’ a s c i i ’ )

p r in t ( ’ \ n ’+ ’ Reply : ’+ t e x t + ’\n ’ )

def c l ientsamport ( t e x t ) :

sock=socket . socket ( socket .AF_INET, socket .SOCK_DGRAM)

sock . bind ( ( ’ 1 2 7 .0 .0 . 1 ’ , 63333 ) )

t e x t=encrypthash ( t e x t )

data=t ex t . encode ( ’ a s c i i ’ )

sock . sendto ( data , ( ’ 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ’ , 1 2 345 ) )

data , address=sock . recvfrom (65535)

t e x t=data . decode ( ’ a s c i i ’ )

p r in t ( ’ \ n ’+ ’ Reply : ’+ t e x t + ’\n ’ )

def c l i e n t d i f p o r t ( t e x t ) :
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sock=socket . socket ( socket .AF_INET, socket .SOCK_DGRAM)

t ex t=encrypthash ( t e x t )

data=t ex t . encode ( ’ a s c i i ’ )

sock . sendto ( data , ( ’ 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ’ , 1 2 345 ) )

data , address=sock . recvfrom (65535)

t e x t=data . decode ( ’ a s c i i ’ )

p r in t ( ’ \ n ’+ ’ Reply : ’+ t e x t + ’\n ’ )

i f __name__ ==’__main__ ’ :

while ( 1 ) :

p r in t ( ” 1 fo r s e r v i c e 1 , 2 fo r s e r v i c e 2 , ” )

pr in t (”3 fo r no−e x i s t serv i ce , 4 fo r over−p r i v i l e g e serv i ce , ” )

pr in t ( ”5 fo r no IPSec message , 6 fo r s e r v i c e Dos , ” )

choice=input ( ”7 fo r port Dos , : ” )

i f choice == ’ 1 ’ :

pack=packetgenerator . pack ( packetgenerator . Message1 )

c l i e n t d i f p o r t ( pack )

e l i f choice == ’ 2 ’ :

pack=packetgenerator . pack ( packetgenerator . Message2 )

c l i e n t d i f p o r t ( pack )

e l i f choice == ’ 3 ’ :

pack=packetgenerator . pack ( packetgenerator . Message3 )

c l i e n t d i f p o r t ( pack )

e l i f choice == ’ 4 ’ :

pack=packetgenerator . pack ( packetgenerator . Message4 )

c l i e n t d i f p o r t ( pack )

e l i f choice == ’ 6 ’ :

while ( 1 ) :

pack=packetgenerator . pack ( packetgenerator . Message1 )

c l i e n t d i f p o r t ( pack )

e l i f choice == ’ 7 ’ :

while ( 1 ) :

pack=packetgenerator . pack ( packetgenerator . Message1 )
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c l ientsamport ( pack )

pack=packetgenerator . pack ( packetgenerator . Message2 )

c l ientsamport ( pack )

e l i f choice == ’ 5 ’ :

pack=packetgenerator . pack ( packetgenerator . Message1 )

c l i en tno ip s e c ( pack )

e l i f choice == ’ quit ’ :

break

e l s e :

pr in t ( ’ no s e r v i c e found ’ )

packetgenerator.py

import random

Message1 = { ’ se rv i ce ’ : 0x1111 ,

’method ’ : 0 x2222 ,

’ c l i en t ’ : 0 x3333 ,

’ sess ion ’ : 0 x4444 ,

’ proto ’ : 0 x55 ,

’ i f a ce ’ : 0 x66 ,

’ type ’ : 0 x77 ,

’ ret ’ : 0 x88}

Message2 = { ’ serv i ce ’ : 0x2222 ,

’method ’ : 0 x3333 ,

’ c l i en t ’ : 0 x4444 ,

’ sess ion ’ : 0 x5555 ,

’ proto ’ : 0 x66 ,

’ i f a ce ’ : 0 x77 ,

’ type ’ : 0 x88 ,

’ ret ’ : 0 x99}
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Message3 = { ’ serv i ce ’ : 0x5555 ,

’method ’ : 0 x2222 ,

’ c l i en t ’ : 0 x3333 ,

’ sess ion ’ : 0 x4444 ,

’ proto ’ : 0 x55 ,

’ i f a ce ’ : 0 x66 ,

’ type ’ : 0 x77 ,

’ ret ’ : 0 x88}

Message4 = { ’ serv i ce ’ : 0x1111 ,

’method ’ : 0 x2222 ,

’ c l i en t ’ : 0 x0000 ,

’ sess ion ’ : 0 x4444 ,

’ proto ’ : 0 x55 ,

’ i f a ce ’ : 0 x66 ,

’ type ’ : 0 x77 ,

’ ret ’ : 0 x88}

def t r a n f t o s t r 1 ( x ) :

i f x>255:

return ’00 ’

y=s t r ( hex ( x ) )

y=y [ 2 : ]

i f len ( y )==1:

y= ’0 ’+y

return y

def t r an f t o s t r 2 ( x ) :

i f x>65535:

return ’0000 ’

y=s t r ( hex ( x ) )

y=y [ 2 : ]

i f len ( y )==1:
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y= ’000 ’+y

e l i f len ( y )==2:

y= ’00 ’+y

e l i f len ( y )==3:

y= ’0 ’+y

return y

def t r an f t o s t r 4 ( x ) :

y=s t r ( hex ( x ) )

y=y [ 2 : ]

while len ( y )<8:

y= ’0 ’+y

return y

def createPayload ( ) :

alpha1 = [ ”0” , ” 1 ” , ”2” , ”3” , ”4” , ”5 ” , ”6” , ” 7 ” ]

alpha2 =[”8” , ”9” , ”A” , ”B” , ”C” , ”D” , ”E” , ”F ” ]

alpha = alpha1+alpha2

length = 2*random . randint (0 ,20)

payload = ’ ’ . j o in ( [ random . choice ( alpha ) fo r _ in range ( length ) ] )

return payload

def pack ( dic ) :

a = ’ ’

p l=createPayload ( )

leng=len ( pl )+8

dic [ ’ length ’ ]= leng

a=a+t r an f t o s t r 2 ( dic [ ’ se rv i ce ’ ] ) + t r an f t o s t r 2 ( d ic [ ’method ’ ] )

a=a+t r an f t o s t r 4 ( d ic [ ’ length ’ ] ) + t r an f t o s t r 2 ( d ic [ ’ c l i en t ’ ] )

a=a+t r an f t o s t r 2 ( dic [ ’ sess ion ’ ] )

a=a+t r a n f t o s t r 1 ( d ic [ ’ proto ’ ] ) + t r a n f t o s t r 1 ( d ic [ ’ i f a ce ’ ] )

a=a+t r a n f t o s t r 1 ( d ic [ ’ type ’ ] ) + t r a n f t o s t r 1 ( d ic [ ’ ret ’ ] ) + pl

return a

i f __name__ ==’__main__ ’ :

res=pack ( Serv i ce1 )

pr in t ( res )
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packetcheck.py

import time

import server

def parse ( packet ) :

rec ={}

rec [ ’ messageID ’ ]= packet [0:8]

rec [ ’ length ’ ]= packet [8 : 16 ]

rec [ ’ c l i en t ’ ]= packet [16 :20]

rec [ ’ sess ion ’ ]= packet [20:24]

rec [ ’ proto ’ ]= packet [24:26]

rec [ ’ i f a ce ’ ]= packet [26:28]

rec [ ’ type ’ ]= packet [28:30]

rec [ ’ ret ’ ]= packet [30:32]

rec [ ’ payload ’ ]= packet [32 : ]

rec [ ’ time ’ ]= time . time ( )

return rec

def dosfunc ( rec , funccheck ) :

key=( rec [ ’ messageID ’ ] )

i f ( key in funccheck ) :

h i s=funccheck [ key ]

i f len ( h is ) <5:

h is . append ( rec [ ’ time ’ ] )

funccheck [ key ]= his

return 1 , funccheck

e l s e :

i f rec [ ’ time ’]− his [ 1 ] >1 :

h is . append ( rec [ ’ time ’ ] )

del h i s [0]
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funccheck [ key ]= his

return 1 , funccheck

e l s e :

return 0 , funccheck

e l s e :

funccheck [ key ]=[ rec [ ’ time ’ ] ]

return 1 , funccheck

def dosport ( rec , port , portcheck ) :

i f ( port in portcheck ) :

h i s=portcheck [ port ]

i f len ( h is ) <5:

h is . append ( rec [ ’ time ’ ] )

portcheck [ port ]= his

return 1 , portcheck

e l s e :

i f rec [ ’ time ’]− his [ 1 ] >1 :

h is . append ( rec [ ’ time ’ ] )

del h i s [0]

portcheck [ port ]= his

return 1 , portcheck

e l s e :

return 0 , portcheck

e l s e :

portcheck [ port ]=[ port ]

return 1 , portcheck

firewall.py

import packetcheck

funccheck={}

portcheck ={}
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def decryptcheckhash ( data ) :

i f data [0:18]== ’ encryptedandhashed ’ :

return data [ 18 : ]

e l s e :

return 0

def f i r ew a l l ( data , port ) :

g loba l funccheck

g loba l portcheck

i f decryptcheckhash ( data )==0:

return ’ This message i s not based on IPSec ’

e l s e :

data=decryptcheckhash ( data )

d ic=packetcheck . parse ( data )

serv iceID=in t ( d ic [ ’ messageID ’ ] )

c l i en t ID=in t ( d ic [ ’ c l i en t ’ ] * 2 )

i f serviceID >33333333:

return ’ The s e r v i c e type i s i l l e g a l ’

i f c l i entID <serv iceID :

return ’ The c l i e n t have no p r i v i l e g e to t h i s serv i ce ’

err1 , funccheck=packetcheck . dosfunc ( dic , funccheck )

i f e r r 1 ==0:

pr in t ( ’ This funct ion i s been DoS attacked ’ )

return 0

err2 , portcheck=packetcheck . dosport ( dic , port , portcheck )

i f err2==0:

pr in t ( ’ This address i s doing DoS attacked ’ )

return 0

return 1

server.py
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import socket

import packetcheck

import f i r ew a l l

def server ( ) :

sock=socket . socket ( socket .AF_INET, socket .SOCK_DGRAM)

sock . bind ( ( ’ 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 ’ , 1 2345 ) )

while True :

data , address=sock . recvfrom (65535)

port=s t r ( address )[−6:−1]
t e x t=data . decode ( ’ a s c i i ’ )

i f f i r ew a l l . f i r ew a l l ( text , port ) ! = 1 :

t e x t= f i r ew a l l . f i r ew a l l ( text , port )

e l i f f i r ew a l l . f i r ew a l l ( text , port ) !=0:

t e x t = ’The s e r v i c e i s operated succe s s fu l l y ’

e l s e :

break

data=t ex t . encode ( ’ a s c i i ’ )

sock . sendto ( data , address )

i f __name__ ==’__main__ ’ :

server ( )
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